Sport - Netball
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Pass the ball to a
static partner
using a range of
balls

Pass the ball to a
static partner
using a bounce and
shoulder pass
(over arm throw)

Pass the ball to a
moving player
using chest,
shoulder and
bounce pass

Consistency pass
with accuracy in a
modified game

Choose the
appropriate pass
to keep possession
of the ball in a
game situation

Accurately pass
using a range of
passess in a
competitive
situation following
the netball rules

Move using side
step, jogging and
jumping; safely
negotiating space

Move using a range
of travelling
methods including
skipping, running,
hop scotch

Confidently move
using a range of
momvements on
the court. Start
to show a basic
understanding of
the footwork rule
and use of
pivotting.

Move around the
court purposefully
and safely.
Stopping with
control once the
ball is caught

Apply the
footwork rule
correctly in a
modified game

Explain and follow
the footwork rule
in a game.
Confidently using a
range of
movements to find
space/ get away
from opponent

Follow simple

Understand and

Understand a

Follow basic

Apply the netball

Explain the netball

instructions

follow simple rules

follow a range of
rules, supporting
others to follow
the rules

netball rules in a
rules in a game
modified game.
situation
Rules could include
footwork, held ball
and contact

rules and apply
knowledge of the
rules in a game.
Take on different
roles when
explaining/enforci
ng the rules Eg:
coach, umpire,
player

Play small sided
games as part of a
team, praising and
encouraging
others

Play as part of a
team in a
modified,
competitive game.
Respond positively
to the challenge

Use taught tactics
to keep possession
of the ball.
Reflect on what
you did well

Use a range of
tactics to keep
possession of the
ball and to gain
possession using
awareness of
space and others
in modified games.
Be a positive
member of the
team

Successfully
create and share
own ways of
attacking and
defending (use
correct stance
when marking a
player without a
ball, awareness of
others and space).
Reflecting and
imrpoving
throughout the
game

Apply a range of
defending and
attacking tactics
in a game
situation.
Reflecting and
imporving on game
play as a team

